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Abstract 

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations of the Combined Condensation and Annealing (CCA) of free carbon 

atoms was used to investigate the statistical abundance and stability of neutral carbon nanostructures for a 

cluster size between 2 and 54 atoms. During these CCA MD-simulations carbon atoms are submitted to a 

condensation/heating phase, a CTR phase at a prescribed annealing temperature and a cooling phase. 

Numerical experiments showed that the determination of the statistical abundances requires at least 100 ns 

condensation/heating phase, 100 ns CTR phase at the annealing temperature and 100 ns cooling phase. The 

clusters obtained by CCA MD-simulations are dominated by linear structures for n=2-5, mono-ring for n=6-

15, multi-ring structures for n=16-18, 2D graphene-like structure for sizes in the range n=19-29 and cage-like 

structure above n=30. Open cage structures are obtained at temperature around 2000 K, while closed cage 

structures dominate at 3000 K. For even larger temperature, i.e., 4000 K, the dominant structures are 2D and 

3D multi-ring structures, 2D graphene-like structure remaining quite significant.  

Keywords: carbon clusters, Molecular Dynamics, SREBO potential, carbon condensation, carbon annealing, 

LAMMPS, Dusty plasma. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Carbon clusters and nanoparticles attracted a lot of attention from both physicists and chemists over the last 

four decades (AJAYAN and IIJIMA, 1992; Ebbesen et al., 1992; Prassides and Kroto, 1992; Willett and Fisher, 



1992, 1992). These nanostructures show unique functional properties that can be used in a variety of advanced 

technological and biomedical applications (Harrison and Atala, 2007; Tang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015). 

This motivated the development and investigation of several synthesis processes among which laser 

vaporization and arc discharges have been probably the most used and investigated (Samsonov and Goree, 

1999). Carbon nanoparticles can be also obtained in low temperature non equilibrium glow discharges such as 

the graphite cathode DC sputtering discharges (A Michau et al., 2016) or the capacitively coupled 

radiofrequency discharges (Samsonov and Goree, 1999). In these discharges, the cathode sputtering leads to 

the emission of a significant amount of carbon, the major part of which is in the form of carbon atoms (Bernholc 

and Phillips, 1986). These atoms that are usually emitted at fairly high kinetic energy, i.e., around 1 eV 

(Dominique and Arnas, 2014) experience an enhanced quenching due to the collisions with the background 

gas phase atoms, usually argon or helium. A carbon supersaturation is subsequently achieved and the 

condensation of the carbon vapor takes place (Dominique and Arnas, 2014). This condensation phase consists 

of molecular growth processes that end up with the nucleation of solid carbon nanoparticles (A Michau et al., 

2016; Armelle Michau et al., 2016).The size distribution and structure of the obtained particles strongly depend 

on the nucleation kinetics that is linked to the molecular growth processes and transport phenomena that govern 

carbon clusters (Armelle Michau et al., 2016). In particular, the nucleation kinetic strongly depends on the 

molecular growth processes involving the intermediate size carbon clusters, i.e., n=10-n=50. In fact, during the 

molecular growth, carbon clusters are submitted to highly non-equilibrium conditions which may result in the 

formation of several isomers (Alexandrov and Schweigert, n.d.). As a matter of fact, the coexistence of a 

significant high energy ion flux with a cold neutral background in the considered discharges may lead to very 

large temperature fluctuations of clusters and nanoparticles (Armelle Michau et al., 2016; Prasanna et al., 

2019). The later experiences collisions with high energy ions, which leads to a strong heating followed by a 

rapid quenching due to collisions with the low temperature background neutrals. The authors of reference 

(Prasanna et al., 2019) showed that this may lead to more than 2000 K temperature fluctuation for 1 nm carbon 

nanoparticles. The effect is probably more pronounced for smaller clusters and temperatures as high as 3000 

K can be reached. Such temperature can also be obtained by adsorption and coalescence of small cluster as 

showed in (Brault et al., 2019). These temperature fluctuations may be regarded as a dynamic annealing process 

during which the clusters may transition between several configurations. In such conditions, the molecular 

growth process for a given size depends on the statistical abundance of the different isomers. As matter of fact, 

molecular growth proceeds by coagulation of large clusters with atomic carbon or C2 dimer (Bernholc and 

Phillips, 1986; Armelle Michau et al., 2016). The coagulation probability of a given size cluster with C or C2 

may significantly differ depending on the nature of the considered isomer for this cluster due to geometric 

consideration. Therefore, the knowledge of the abundance of the different isomers for each cluster size under 

this non equilibrium conditions is an important parameter for the understanding of nanoparticle formation and 



of the correlation between the structural and the functional characteristics of the nanoparticles. This is also 

necessary for the prediction of the structural characteristics of carbon nanoparticles (Arnas et al., 2010). 

The investigation of carbon cluster structures with sizes ranging between few and few tens of atoms received 

a large attention in the literature. Basically, one may distinguish two types of studies as far as cluster formation 

is concerned. The first one focuses on the structural analysis and stability of both neutral and charged carbon 

clusters and involves ab initio, DFT and classical molecular dynamic approaches (An et al., 2005; Bleil et al., 

1994; Jones, 1999; Liang and Iii, 1990). For instance, an ab-initio study of 𝐶𝑛 (𝑛 = 2 − 10) performed by K. 

Raghavachari and J.S. Binkley (Raghavachari and Binkley, 1987) showed that the odd-numbered clusters have 

a linear structure while the even-numbered clusters adopt an irregular cyclic structure. A.C. Ngandjong et al. 

(Ngandjong et al., 2017) also used DFT to analyze the energetic of many anionic carbon clusters 𝐶𝑛
− (𝑛 ≤ 10) 

and showed that the most stable geometries remain linear irrespective of the cluster size. Medium cluster size, 

i.e., C20, and 𝐶𝑛 (𝑛 ≤ 32), have been also investigated using a DFT approach by An et al. and Jones (An et 

al., 2005; Jones, 1999); respectively. Several isomers including chains, rings, fullerene-like  (𝑐𝑎𝑔𝑒), and 

graphitic plate or bowl structures were found. In particular, it was shown that even with advanced method, 

different stable forms may be obtained depending on the adopted level of theory and on the basis set used in 

DFT simulations. Some groups have focused on the investigation by DFT methods of cage isomers for large 

carbon clusters with up to 50 atoms ( Grossman et al., 1998; Małolepsza et al., 2007; Sokolova et al., 2000; 

Tang et al., 2011). Most of the published works made use of DFT methods for thorough structural and 

topological investigations of the cage isomers for some clusters of interest such as C20, C28, C36, C60 and C62. 

Of particular interest is the work of Tang et al. (Tang et al., 2011) who used spiral algorithm for cluster cage 

isomers generation and DFT methods for cage geometry optimization, in order to investigate the different cage 

isomers of carbon clusters with sizes ranging between 30 and 50 carbons. They identified a large number of 

isomers, including both classical and non-classical fullerene. They showed that the number of isomers, 

especially the non-classical ones, increases exponentially with the cluster size. The energy spectrum of these 

isomers shows that although a classical fullerene; i.e. a cage containing only hexagon and pentagon, is always 

the more stable isomers, some of the so called non-classical isomers, i.e., those containing at least one heptagon, 

are more stable than some classical fullerene (Tang et al., 2011). 

The structural analysis of large clusters was also performed using the classical MD approach that requires 

lower computational cost as compared to ab initio and DFT methods. Most of the authors used one of the 

several versions of Brenner potential along with an optimization algorithm to reach the structure and evaluate 

the energy of the more stable isomers. Hobday and Smith used a genetic algorithm in order to investigate the 

structure and stability of isomers for clusters with size ranging between 3 and 60 carbon atoms (Hobday and 

Smith, 1997). Cai et al. combined Simulated Annealing (SA) method with a genetic algorithm to obtain the 



lowest energies for carbon clusters Cn from n=2 to n=7 (Cai et al., 2004). Lai et al. combined Monte Carlo 

(MC) simulations with a modified version of the so called Basin Hopping (MBH) algorithm to identify the 

more stable structure (Lai et al., 2017). Ballone and Milani used the Simulated Annealing (SA) approach in 

order to explore the potential hypersurface and determine the more stable cluster structures for cluster sizes 

ranging between 50 and 72 (Ballone and Milani, 1990). The same technique of simulated annealing was used 

by Maruyama and Yamaguchi to obtain a perfect D6h structure from imperfect fullerene for the C60 cluster 

(Maruyama and Yamaguchi, 1998). Ning and coworkers (Gao et al., 2007a; Wang et al., 2008; Xiu-Fang et 

al., 2008) developed a global optimization method based on time-going-backward quasi-dynamics that makes 

it possible to cross high energy barrier of the potential surface and reach a large number of local minima, thus 

enhancing the probability to reach the global minimum (Wang et al., 2008). They used this technique to 

determine the energy spectrum of different structures of C30, C31 (Xiu-Fang et al., 2008) and C36 (Gao et al., 

2007a) clusters. They also derived and validated a free energy criterion for the stability of the isomers of these 

clusters (Gao et al., 2007a). To our best knowledge, except in the case of the work performed by Hobday and 

Smith (Hobday and Smith, 1997) and Gao et al. (Gao et al., 2007a), the main objective of these MD based 

studies was the identification of the most stable structures for a given geometry, e.g., chains, cages or graphene. 

The second group of MD based studies is much more kinetic in nature. The authors focused on the investigation 

of carbon condensation at a prescribed temperature with a special attention to the mechanism involved in either 

fullerene formation from carbon vapor (Yamaguchi and Maruyama, 1998), tricyclic structure (Schwiegert, 

1995) and graphite sheet (Lebedeva et al., 2008; Pietrucci and Andreoni, 2014), or carbon rich structure 

nucleation in interstellar media (Patra et al., 2014). In all these studies, molecular growth of carbon clusters 

were investigated for the relevant conditions, shedding the light on several peculiarities of the growth or 

transformation mechanisms. In particular, Ning and coworkers reported that during carbon structure 

condensation in helium buffer gas, intermediate size clusters undergo dynamic fluctuations between several 

structures and both planar and cage isomers may be obtained for C30 and C31 clusters (Xiu-Fang et al., 2008). 

This finding open up the key-question with respect to the abundance of the different form of intermediate size 

carbon clusters. 

This is the question we address in this paper where we are interested in the statistical abundance of the different 

structures for intermediate carbon clusters sizes (i.e., number of carbon ranging between 10 and 54 atoms) 

under non equilibrium conditions characterized by temperature ramps involving a strong heating phase and a 

thermal quenching phase. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly give the main feature of our MD approach 

and discuss the methodology in setting up the combined condensation/annealing simulation approach to 



determine the isomers abundance. The results obtained are discussed in section 3 where we present our 

simulation methodology, analyze the abundance of the different structures for a wide range of cluster size. 

Although our approach was not intended to identify the most stable structure for a given size, we investigated 

the more stable structures obtained with CCA MD-simulations and compare them to those obtained with 

several other methods dedicated to stable structure identification. The implication of this work as far as 

molecular growth and nanoparticle formation in glow discharge is discussed in the last section. 

 

2. Modeling and simulation method 

The method is based on Combined Condensation and Annealing (CCA) cycles. A given number of low 

temperature free carbon atoms are first randomly positioned inside a simulation box. These atoms, that undergo 

a rapid condensation, are submitted to a heating up to a prescribed temperature, a CTR phase at this temperature 

and a cooling phase. During this combined condensation and annealing, the fate of the atoms is followed by 

molecular dynamic simulation. It is worthy to mention here that we are not interested in the investigation of 

the clustering kinetic, but rather in determining the abundance of the different structural groups that may be 

obtained at the end of the CCA cycle. The details of the adopted interaction potentials and simulation procedure 

are described in the following subsections. 

2.1. Classical Molecular Dynamics simulation 

The classical MD method is based on the integration of momentum equations that are derived from Newton’s 

law assuming that all the interaction between atoms is described by an empirical classical potential. The 

Second-generation Reactive Empirical Bond Order REBO (SREBO) potential (Brenner et al., 2002) that was 

specifically parameterized for carbon and hydrogen-carbon systems is employed to model the interatomic 

interactions between carbon atoms. A comparative analysis of the different interaction potentials used for 

carbon system was performed by Lai et al. (Lai et al., 2017) who showed that, compared to other potentials, 

the SREBO potential yields more accurate energy values for the different structures of several carbon clusters. 

This potential, that is implemented in LAMMPS software (Plimpton, 1995) (version of 22-08-2018), is a 

reformulation of Brenner-Tersoff potentials (Brenner, 1990; Tersoff, 1989, 1988, 1986), that are in turn based 

on Abell’s formalism (Abell, 1985) in which the binding energy is produced by the nearest-neighbor 

interactions that depend on the local coordination and bond angles. SREBO allows for covalent bond breaking 

and formation with appropriate changes in atomic hybridization during the simulation. The analytical 

expression of the SREBO potential energy includes a repulsive interatomic term, an attractive interatomic term, 

a cutoff function, and a bond-order term denoted 𝑓𝑐 , 𝑉𝑅 , 𝑉𝐴  and 𝐵𝑖𝑗  in reference (Brenner et al., 2002), 

respectively. The cutoff function limits the range of the covalent interactions. The bond order term includes 



the many body effects and takes into account the conjugation bonds and the torsion effects, i.e., the terms 

denoted bij
RC and bij

DH in reference (Brenner et al., 2002). 

2.2 Combined condensation annealing MD-simulation 

In this work MD simulations are used to investigate the fate of a randomly distributed free carbon atoms 

submitted to a combined condensation/annealing transformation. The condensation phase takes place under 

the action of the attractive forces between the initially free carbon atoms and ends up with the formation of a 

carbon cluster that undergo several rearrangements during a simultaneous annealing process. The MD 

simulation method used in this work is a combination between the one used to describe the condensation of 

free carbon atoms in reference (Gao et al., 2007a; Xiu-Fang et al., 2008; Yamaguchi and Maruyama, 1998) 

where the authors investigated the energy spectrum of C30, C31 and C36 isomers and the C70 fullerene formation 

process, on one hand and the one used in reference (Ballone and Milani, 1990; Maruyama and Yamaguchi, 

1998) where the authors investigated the annealing of imperfect carbon clusters and their transformation to a 

perfect D6h Buckminster fullerene, on the other hand. MD-simulations of CCA are used in the present work in 

order to estimate the statistical abundance of the different isomers for a given cluster 𝐶𝑛  (10 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 54) 

without any assumption with respect to the cluster geometry.  

Depending on the size of the system a variety of isomers can be obtained at the end of the simulation. For small 

size systems, isomers can appear only in three shapes: linear, monocyclic or 2D polycyclic structures. As the 

size of the system increase the number of isomers exponentially increases implying a huge number for very 

large systems. Some studies have studied a large spectrum of carbon isomers by detailing the different isomers 

belonging to the same structural group. Note however that such a detailed information is not needed when one 

is interested to physical effects or parameters where the small structural differences between isomers belonging 

to the same class does not play any role. This is likely the case when one is interested in coagulation kinetics. 

As a matter of fact, coagulation processes with two clusters isomers that show very close structure would likely 

show very similar kinetics. On the opposite coagulation processes of C or C2 with two clusters with the same 

size but belonging to a different classis, e.g., graphene-like and cage-like, would probably show a fairly 

different kinetics. 

For this purpose, in our study we only differentiate six structural groups: graphene-like, 2D-polycyclic, 3D-

polycyclic, bowl-like, open cage-like and closed cage-like (fullerenes). Typical structures belonging to these 

groups are shown in Figure 1. Graphene-like 2D clusters are essentially made of coplanar hexagonal cycles 

with edge defects consisting of 1-3 pentagon and/or heptagon cycles usually located at the edge of the cluster 

(cf. Figure 1a). 2D polycyclic groups include all the clusters made of coplanar cycles that are different form 

graphene-like 2D clusters (cf. Figure 1b). 3D polycyclic clusters are made of non-planar cycles (cf. Figure 1c). 



Bowl group includes spherical caps shaped clusters (cf. Figure 1d). Closed-cage group include cage clusters 

that contain essentially hexagon and pentagon, with possibly few defects, and are usually termed classical or 

non-classical fullerenes depending on the number of pentagon and hexagon rings they involve. The classical 

fullerenes are defined as a closed carbon cages 𝐂𝐧 containing 12 pentagons and (
𝐧

𝟐
− 𝟏𝟎) hexagons (Gan et 

al., 2009). The non-classical fullerenes are defined as cages containing a number of pentagons different from 

12 and one or more defects such as heptagons, squares (Gan et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2011; Xiu-Fang et al., 

2008) (cf. Figure 1). The open cage group include cage clusters that contain defects with more than seven atom 

cycles.  

 

Figure 1: The six structural groups taken into account in the present statistical study. 

It is worthy to mention that the classification adopted in this work implies that the large number of classical 

and non-classical fullerenes that exist for large size clusters, such as those reported in reference (Tang et al., 

2011) were lumped under the same isomer class, i.e., closed cage group. Similarly, the numerous 2D-graphene-

like isomers such as those reported in reference (Kosimov et al., 2010) were lumped in the 2D-Graphene-like 

class. Such a simplified six-class description enables limiting the number of trajectory simulations since we 

are seeking the statistical occurrence of only six states. Of course, the drawback of such a choice is that we do 

not get detailed information with respect to the abundance of the large number of isomers that belong to the 

same class, such as the classical fullerene isomers that belong to the cage class.  

A typical temperature time-variation used in the present CCA MD-simulations is shown in Figure 2. It is 

characterized by (i) a heating phase, with a characteristic time τh and a heating rate 𝑅𝐻, that starts with a 

randomly distributed n carbon atoms at a temperature Tmin and ends up at a temperature Tmax, (ii) a constant 

temperature regime (CTR) at Tmax with a duration 𝜏𝐶𝑇𝑅during which the carbon structure obtained at the end 

of the heating phase further relaxes and (iii) a cooling phase with a duration τc and a cooling rate Rc during 

which the temperature of the carbon structure decreases down to Tmin. 

As mentioned previously, when produced under non equilibrium conditions, carbon nanostructures can 

experience temperature fluctuations with pic values much above 1000-2000 K (Prasanna et al., 2019). 



Therefore, in order to investigate the abundance of the clusters isomers over all the temperature range that may 

be reached while they are produced, CCA MD-simulations were performed for three values of Tmax: 2000 K, 

3000 K and 4000 K.  

Results of the study performed in reference (Gao et al., 2007a) where the authors make use of simulated 

annealing MD-simulation in order to determine the most stable isomer of C36 showed that a typical value of 

100 ns relaxation time is needed to insure a relaxation phase during which the cluster explore a large enough 

domain of the potential hypersurface so as to visit a large number of local minima. Therefore, a base value of 

100 ns was set for the heating time τh and a parametric study was performed in order to investigate the 

sensitivity of the CCA MD-simulations in terms of isomer abundance to the adopted value of τh. We choose 

the same base value of 100 ns for the cooling time τc. 

The present study is carried out with either canonical or microcanonical constant (N,V,T) and (N,V,E) 

ensembles. Our CCA simulation represents a thermodynamic transformation of n carbon atom to a single Cn 

cluster in vacuum. For a given cluster size, the size of the simulation box implicitly determines the initial 

density of the carbon cloud, and may influence the simulation results. A (100 A°)3 base value, of the same 

order of those with those used in the literature for carbon cluster condensation (Gao et al., 2007b; Lichtenegger 

and von der Linden, 2009; Yamaguchi and Maruyama, 1998), was used for the size of the simulation box and 

the sensitivity of the simulation to this parameter was analyzed by comparing with the results obtained when 

using a larger simulation box.  

It is also worthy to mention that the CCA process is considered under vacuum in the present study. One may 

also consider similar transformation but under constant and finite pressure. However investigating the pressure 

effect calls for the use a different thermodynamic ensemble, i.e., the (N,P,T) ensemble, that requires a suitable 

Hamiltonian formulation and specific simulation approach (Andersen, 1980; Martyna et al., 1994; Uline and 

Corti, 2013). This is out of the scope of the present work. 

The statistical abundance of the different isomers of a given Cn cluster is determined by performing CCA MD-

simulations that start with n carbon atoms that are randomly positioned in space at a temperature of 0.1 mK. 

These atoms are then submitted to the three-phase combined condensation-annealing process described 

previously in a 100x100x100 A°3 simulation box with periodical boundary conditions. The velocity Verlet 

algorithm is used to integrate Newton’s equations of motion for the n carbon atoms inside the simulation box. 

The integration time step was set to 0.1 fs. This value ensures stable dynamics trajectories and enables capturing 

the chemical bonding process and conserving the total energy in one time iteration in the micro-canonical 

ensemble NVE. Since we are mainly interested in the statistical abundance independently of the environment, 

the temperature of the system is next adjusted using Berendsen thermostat with a thermal relaxation time of 1 



fs as suggested in reference (Ojwang’ et al., 2008). 

 

Figure 2: Diagram representing the three phases of CCA method. 

3. Results and discussion. 

3.1. Setup of the simulation methodology  

The simulation procedure defined in the previous section involves several parameters, the values of which may 

affect the simulation results. We need first to validate the parameters involved in the CCA cycles. 

The first point that we investigated in order to setup our simulation methodology is related to the number of 

trajectory simulations needed to reach statistically meaningful abundance of the six clusters group. Once the 

number of simulations has been chosen, we investigated how the determined statistical abundance is affected 

by the durations of the heating, constant temperature regime and cooling phases of the CCA cycle. 

3.1. a. Number of trajectory simulations 

A first set of simulations was carried out, with 36 free atoms submitted to a CCA cycle with a maximum 

temperature of 3000 K and total duration of 300 ns. Two typical illustrations of the evolution of 36 free carbon 

atoms to either 2D-graphene-like cluster or cage-like C36 cluster is shown in Figure 3a and 3b, respectively. 

Some of the features seen in these two figures were observed in all the simulations performed in this work, i.e., 

around 1500 simulations. As a matter of fact, we systematically observed that : (i) the early stage of the 



condensation process always results in the formation of 2D or 3D polycyclic clusters, (ii) the structural group 

that results from a given simulation is always obtained before the end of the CTR phase that last in our case 

for 100 ns and (iii) although the structural group of the cluster does not change during the cooling phase, the 

annealing could be very effective and results in further stabilization of the cluster inside the same functional 

group. With respect to this last point, we observed for example in some simulations that a 100 ns cooling phase 

resulted in the formation of the more stable isomer, e.g. D6H classical cluster in the case of C36 (Gao et al., 

2007a). 

We performed 100 CCA MD-simulations and followed the averaged statistical abundance and corresponding 

standard deviation as function of the number of simulations for 4 clusters, C21, C29, C36 and C50. The obtained 

results are illustrated in figure Figure 4 in the case of C21(a) and C36(b).  We also show in Table 1 the mean 

the abundances calculated by averaging the results obtained between the 75th and the 100th simulations, along 

with the standard deviations from this means. We clearly see from Figure 4 that a statistically representative 

abundance value is obtained after only 25 simulations. Table 1 shows that the standard deviation calculated for 

the 25 last simulations is around 0.5 %, which further confirm the validity of our statistical representation. 

Therefore, we decided to perform for each cluster size 100 CCA MD-simulations and to determine the 

statistical abundance and the corresponding standard deviation for the different structural groups as described 

above. 



 

 

Figure 3: Illustration of two typical CCA simulations performed on two random spatial distributions of 36 free 

carbon clusters and that end up by the formation of a 2D-graphene-like (a) and a closed cage-like (b) C36 

clusters. The simulation is performed for Tmax=3000 K, heating and cooling times of 100 ns and a CTR phase 

of 100 ns. 



 

Figure 4: Evolution of the averaged abundances of the difference classes as function of the number of 

simulations for C21(a) and C36(b). A statistically representative values are obtained after only 25-30 

simulations for C21 and 50 simulations for C36. 

 

Table 1 : Mean-values and standard deviation of the statistical abundances for C21 and C36 obtained by 

averaging the results obtained between the 75th and 100th simulations. 

  

 C21 C36 

 Average (%) Standard 

deviation (%) 

Average (%) Standard 

deviation (%) 

Fullerène - - 37 0.5 

Graphene 45 0.4 29 0.5 

Open cage - - 13 0.5 

Bowl - - 6 0.4 

3D polycyclic 10 0.4 15 0.5 

2D polycyclis 30 0.5 - - 

Bycyclic 15 0.7 - - 

 

3.1. b. Constant temperature regime (CTR) duration 

The first characteristic parameter for the CCA transformation is the waiting phase duration. Maruyama et 

Yamaguchi ( Maruyama and Yamaguchi, 1998) showed that the relaxation of cage-like carbon cluster to stable 



fullerene isomers in simulated-annealing requires relaxation times of the order of 100 ns. Although, our 

simulations last for more than 200 ns, a fraction of this time is devoted to the heating and cooling processes 

and a question arises with respect to the fraction of time that should be devoted to the CTR phase. A short time-

duration of the CTR phase would enable reducing the computation time provided the estimated statistical 

abundance of the six structural groups is not affected. On the other hand, a long CTR phase duration requires 

a long simulation time but would enable exploring much larger domain of the potential hypersurface at the 

annealing temperature, which makes it possible to reach a larger number of locally stable configurations. 

We therefore performed CCA simulations with CTR phase durations of 100 ps and 100 ns for annealing 

temperatures of 2000 K, 3000 K and 4000 K. The results are shown in Figure 5 for C36. It appears first that 

the two CTR phase durations yields similar results in many cases. For instance, for both CTR phase durations, 

closed-cage and graphene-like groups represent 35-40% and 30% of the clusters for annealing temperature of 

3000 K. Both CTR phase durations yield little more than 40% abundance for the dominant open-cage group, a 

very small occurrence for bowl-like isomers and no closed cage isomers at 2000K. A larger abundance of the 

2D-graphene-like and smaller abundance of the 3D-polycyclic group are however obtained when a longer CTR 

phase duration is used. Note however that the total abundances of the two groups obtained for the two CTR 

phase values are similar, which shows that the main effect of an increased CTR phase duration at 2000 K is a 

further transformation of the 3D-polycyclic structures to 2D-graphene-like structures. The sensitivity of the 

predicted abundance to the CTR phase duration is much more pronounced at 4000 K. It appears indeed that a 

longer CTR phase at 4000 K tends to significantly favor the formation of 2D and 3D polycyclic clusters, while 

reducing the abundance of 2D-graphene-like and open cage clusters. These results show that at least 100 ns 

CTR phase duration is required for the estimation of the statistical abundances over a wide range of 

temperature. 

Figure 5 presents the details of the energy spectra of the isomers within the different structural groups obtained 

for CTR phase durations of 100 ns (a) and 100 ps (b) at 3000 K. It appears that although the two sets of 

simulation yield very similar statistical abundance of the different structural groups, the energy of the most 

stable isomers obtained with the two CTR phase durations are significantly different for some structural groups. 

The simulations performed with 100 ps CTR phase duration systematically yield more stable structure inside 

each structural class. Following Gao et al., this result may be possibly explained by the fact that a long time 

duration CTR phase at 3000 K involves significant entropic component of Helmoltz free energy, thus 

stabilizing structure with higher potential energy, i.e., the most likely structure is the one with the lowest 

Helmoltz free energy which is not necessary the one that shows the lowest potential energy. In any case, the 

statistical abundance of the different structural groups is not affected when the CTR phase is decreased from 

100 ns to 100 ps.  



 

 

Figure 5: Statistical abundance of the six structural groups determined using 100 ns (a) and 100 ps (b) CTR 

phase durations for maximum temperature values of 2000K, 3000 K and 4000 K. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Energy spectrum of the clusters obtained for the different structural groups for combined 

condensation/annealing performed at a maximum temperature of 3000 K and CTR phase durations of 100 ns 

(a) and 100 ps (b). 

  



3.1. c. Heating phase duration: 

We used 100 ns duration, i.e., 3x1010 K.s-1 heating rate, for the heating phase where both condensation and 

heating take place. This would result, with a CTR phase of 100 ns, in a 200 ns relaxation, before the cluster is 

submitted to the cooling phase. We have observed in all our simulations that the final structural group of the 

cluster is obtained for typical values of the relaxation time between 100 ns and 200 ns, which is in agreement 

with the conclusion of reference (Gao et al., 2007a; Maruyama and Yamaguchi, 1998), that indicates that 

relaxation time above 100 ns is required for kinetic equilibrium. For longer relaxation times, the clusters remain 

in the same structural group although they may experience a slight structural change and stabilization. This 

means that with a 100 ns CTR phase, a heating phase longer than 100 ns is not necessary. Nevertheless, in 

order to see whether it is possible to reduce the simulation time and investigate the effect of the adopted heating 

time values on the predicted abundances, we performed simulations with shorter heating time, i.e., 10 ns and 

1 ns (cf. Figure 7). It appears that for very short rise time, i.e., 1 ns (3x1012 K.s-1 heating rate), the condensation 

is never complete and results in a significant amount of small fragments (cf. Figure 7). For 10 ns heating time, 

i.e., 3x1011 K.s-1, the condensation is completed but the annealing does not allow a full relaxation and result in 

a large fraction of the less stable 2D-graphene like clusters (cf. Figure 7). It appears that combined 

condensation-annealing with 100 ns heating time tends to result in a large abundance of the most stable group, 

i.e., closed cage-like group, and that for all the simulation performed with this value of the heating time, the 

final structural group is reached before the end of the CTR phase. We therefore adopt a value of 100 ns in the 

rest of the study. 

 

Figure 7 : Effect of heating time on the statistical abundance of the different structural groups for C36 carbon 

clusters, and evolution of the cluster configuration during the CCA cycle for different heating time at a 

maximum temperature of 3000 K.  



3 .1. d. Cooling phase duration 

As mentioned previously, when using a value of 100 ns for the heating and CTR times, in the combined 

condensation-annealing transformation, the structural group of the cluster is defined at the end of the CTR 

phase. For instance, Figure 8 shows that 10 ns and 100 ns cooling phase durations yield the same statistical 

abundance for the dominant structural groups, i.e., 35% for the closed cage group, 30% for the 2D-graphene 

like group, 20% for the open cage group. The same abundance values are also obtained for the very minor 

bowl-like structural group. The only difference is observed on the 2D- and 3D-polycyclic groups. The two 

cooling phase durations yield the same value for the total abundance of the 2D- and 3D- polycyclic groups. 

However, longer cooling phase durations yield an enhanced conversion of the 2D-polycyclic to 3D-polycyclic 

isomers, and therefore to larger 3D-polycyclic abundance and smaller 2D-polycyclic abundance. These results 

show that 10 ns cooling phase duration would be enough for the determination of the statistical abundance of 

the major structural groups. In fact, using cooling phase duration as long as 100 ns makes it possible to explore 

a larger region of the potential surface, thus enabling reaching more stable isomers inside a given structural 

group. In fact, even 1ns duration of the cooling phase results in a statistical abundance that is not very different 

from those obtained for 10 and 100 ns for a CTR phase temperature of 3000 K. The fractions of open cage and 

bowl-like isomers are indeed only slightly larger for such short cooling duration. The abundances of all cage-

like isomers (both open and closed), graphene-like and all polycyclic isomers (both 3D and 2D) are moreover 

almost identical to those obtained for 10 ns and 100 ns. 

Figure 9 shows for example the energy spectrum of the isomers belonging to the different structural groups. It 

appears that the CCA simulations conducted with cooling phase duration of 100 ns generally yield more stable 

isomers for all the structural groups. For instance, the energy of the cage-like isomers obtained for 100 ns 

cooling phase duration is approximately -6.8 eV, while the cage-like isomers obtained for 1ns and 10 ns cooling 

time are much less stable with energy values of -6.5 eV and -6.58 eV. It is worthy to mention at this stage that 

the energy value of the most stable cage-like isomers found with a short duration CTR phase and 100 ns cooling 

phase is comparable to the value ofD6hfullerene structure reported by Gao et al. (Gao et al., 2007a). 

It appears therefore that although the obtained isomer abundances are not sensitive to the cooling phase 

duration, longer cooling time seems to enable exploring a much a larger domain of the potential hypersurface, 

thus enhancing the chance, for a given cluster class, to detect more stable isomer. We therefore chose to use 

CCA MD-simulations with 100 ns cooling-time duration. 



 

Figure 8: Statistical structural group abundances for three different values of the cooling phase duration. 

Energy spectra of the cluster structures obtained with 1 ns, 10 and 100 ns cooling time. The CTR phase 

temperature is 3000 K. 

  



 

 

      

 

Figure 9: Energy spectra of the isomers obtained for the different structural groups from CCA MD-

simulations with 1 ns, 10 ns and 100 ns duration of the cooling phase. 

  



3.1.e. Effect of the size of the simulation box 

The size of the simulation box used is one of the major parameters in CCSA MD-simulation. This size 

determines the initial density of the carbon cloud and may affect the simulation results. Our first choice of 

(100 A°)3 simulation box is motivated by the fact that most of the works published on the simulation of carbon 

cluster condensation were performed with the same order of the simulation box size (Gao et al., 2007b; 

Lichtenegger and von der Linden, 2009; Yamaguchi and Maruyama, 1998). It is worthy to mention here that 

whatever the simulation box size, the simulation with the periodic boundary conditions used here corresponds 

to a thermodynamic transformation where the carbon atoms of the initial ‘gaseous’ cloud interact with each 

other until they end up in a single cluster. The size of the simulation box should essentially determine the time 

required for such a “condensation”. Nevertheless, in order to investigate the effect of the size of the simulation 

box on the simulation results we performed simulations with a (200 A°)3 simulation box. In figure 9new we 

show the evolution of the average statistical abundances of fullerene and graphene isomers obtained with 

(100 A°)3 and (200 A°)3 for C36. We can see that the two simulation box sizes give almost the same results for 

both isomers. More precisely, the average abundance of graphene calculated for the last 25 simulation is 30 

with standard deviation of 2.3 and 28 with a standard deviation of 1.7 for the (100 A°)3 and (200 A°)3, 

respectively. Similarly, the average abundance of fullerene calculated for the last 25 simulation is 34 with 

standard deviation of 2.8 and 32 with a standard deviation of1.3 for the (100 A°)3 and (200 A°)3, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 10: Evolution of averaged statistical abundances of C36 fullerene and graphene like isomers as 

function of the simulation number for (100A°)3 and (200A°)3. 

 



3. 1. f. Adopted simulation parameters  

The analysis above shows that the best parameters set for the determination of the abundance of the structural 

groups by CCA MD-simulations are a CTR phase duration of 100 ns and a heating time of 100 ns. Although 

it is not as much necessary, we choose to use a cooling time of 100 ns, i.e., 100 ns/100 ns/100 ns CCA MD-

simulations. Besides, we also conducted simulation with shorter CTR phase duration, i.e., 100 ps, since it 

appeared that this makes it possible to reach significantly lower energy structures. In any case the minimum 

energy clusters obtained with 100 ps CTR phase will be compared to those published by other authors in order 

to analyze the capability of this 100 ns/0.1 ns/100 ns CCA simulation to reach the most stable cluster structures. 

 

3.2. Analysis of the cluster structure obtained by CCA MD-simulations 

In this section, we first show typical cluster geometries as function of cluster size as obtained using 100 ns/100 

ps/100 ns CCA MD -simulations. Then we give the abundance of the different structural groups for 4 cluster 

sizes, i.e., C22, C29, C36 and C50, as obtained from 100 ns/100 ns/100 ns CCA simulations. We end up the section 

by comparing the energy of the most stable structures obtained from CCA simulations and other approaches 

published in the literature. 

3.2. a. Typical cluster geometries obtained from CCA MD-simulations for Cn (2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 54) clusters 

In Figure 11 we report energy diagram showing the structures obtained by CCA MD-simulations for different 

cluster sizes. Linear structures are observed for cluster sizes in the range n=3-10. Mono-ring structures are 

obtained over a large size domain, for n=6-18. 2D double-rings structures are observed for cluster sizes in the 

range n=10-23. Three-ring structures are obtained for cluster size between n=15 and n=22. 2D- and 3D-

polycyclic structures are obtained for cluster size in the ranges n=16-35 and n=20-40, respectively. 2D 

graphene-like structures with typical pentagonal and/or heptagonal edge-defects are observed for cluster size 

above n=20. Open cage is observed for cluster size above n=25, while closed cage are obtained only for n ≥ 

30.  

The number of isomers varies significantly as function of the cluster size. There is only a single linear structure 

for small clusters with n ≤ 5, while two isomers are obtained for clusters in the ranges n=6-9 (linear and mono-

rings) and 11-13 (mono-rings and double-rings). Three isomers are obtained for cluster size of n=10 (one-, 

two- and three-ring), n=15 (one-, two- and three-ring) and n  40 (open-cage, closed-cage and graphene). More 

than 3 and up to 5 isomers are obtained for the intermediate size clusters n=16-39.  



 

Figure 11: Energy diagram showing the structures obtained for each size. The simulations are performed for 

Tmax=3000 K, heating and cooling times of 100 ns (i.e., 3x1010 K.s-1 heating and cooling rate) and a CTR 

phase of 100 ps. 

 

3. 2. b. Structural group abundance for C21, C29, C36 and C50 clusters  

The abundance of the structural groups was determined as described in section 3.1.1 for an annealing 

temperature of 3000 K except in the case of C50 for which we obtained statistically significant results after only 

80 simulations. The results are shown in Figure 12. The C21 cluster is dominated by the graphene-like group 

(45%) and the 2D-polycyclic structures (45%), among which 14% are two-ring clusters. No open- or close-

cage structures were obtained for this cluster. With 39% abundance, 2D-graphene-like structure is still 

dominant in the case of the C29 cluster that also shows significant fractions of the 2D- (27%) and 3D (20%) 

polycyclic structures. A small fraction of closed (8%) and open (6%) cage-like isomers was also observed in 

this case. As for the C36 cluster, closed-cage group and 2D-graphene-like isomers are dominant with 37% and 

29% abundance. Open cage and 3D-polycyclic structural groups also show significant abundances, i.e., 13% 

and 15%. Large clusters such as C50 are essentially dominated by cage-like structures, mainly closed cage that 

represents 76% of the population. The rest of the clusters, 11%, show a graphene-like structure. 

In fact, Graphene-like and 2D-polycyclic structures dominate not only C21 and C29 but all the clusters in the 

size range 17-29. The fractions of these isomers tend to decrease with the cluster size. Nevertheless, graphene-



like structures are still obtained for C50. Although they are observed for small and intermediate size clusters, 

the 3D-polycyclic structures are only significant for the C29. They are not observed for the large C50 cluster. 

The abundance of open- and closed-cage structure increases with the cluster size. Bowl structure was only 

obtained for C36. Its abundance remains however very small at the considered temperature.  

 

 

        

Figure 12: Statistical abundance of the six structural groups for C21 (a), C29 (b), C36 (c) and C50 (d) at an 

annealing temperature of 3000 K, heating and cooling times of 100 ns (i.e., 3x1010 K.s-1 heating and cooling 

rate) and a CTR phase of 100 ns. 



We investigated the variation of the abundance of the different structural groups as function of the annealing 

temperature. Figure 11 shows these abundances at 2000 K, 3000 K and 4000 K for the C36 and C29 clusters.  

For an annealing temperature of 2000 K, C36 cluster is dominated by open cage and 2D-graphene-like structural 

groups, the total abundance of which is approximately 85 %. When the annealing temperature is increased to 

3000 K, the abundances of the different groups strongly change, and the C36 cluster becomes dominated by the 

closed cage structural group that represents 40% of the total population. The abundance of the open cage 

isomers is much smaller, 15% instead of 42% at 2000 K, while the fraction 2D-graphene-like isomers remains 

significant, i.e., 28%, although significantly smaller than the value obtained for 2000 K (40%). Further increase 

of the annealing temperature to 4000 K leads to a structural distribution dominated by the 2D- and 3D- 

polycyclic isomers that represents more than 75% of the population. Although much smaller than for lower 

temperature, the fraction of open-cage and 2D-graphene isomers remains significant with values of 20% and 

10%, respectively. 

It appears therefore that the statistical abundance of the different structural form of C36 may change 

dramatically with the annealing temperature. Low annealing temperatures, i.e., around 2000 K, favors 

graphene-like and open-cage isomers. Closed cage isomer abundance is significant at intermediate 

temperature; i.e., around 3000 K. Very large annealing temperature favors the formation of polycyclic isomers. 

It is worthy to mention that the abundance of the graphene-like and open-cage isomers of C36 remain 

significant, almost 10%, over the entire investigated temperature domain. 

For an annealing temperature of 2000 K, the C29 cluster is dominated by 2D graphene isomers, more than 60%, 

the other structures showing abundances below 10%. The increase of the temperature leads to a strong decrease 

of graphene-like isomers and a subsequent increase of the 3D-polycyclic and then 2D-polycyclic isomers that 

dominate the composition at 4000 K. Note also, that a small fraction of closed cage structures was obtained 

over all the investigated range of the annealing temperature, and a small fraction, i.e., 10 %, of mono-ring 

isomers was obtained at 4000 K. 



     

Figure 13: Evolution of the statistical abundances with the annealing temperature for C36 (a) and C29 (b) 

using a heating and cooling times of 100 ns (i.e., 3x1010 K.s-1 heating and cooling rate) and a CTR phase of 

100 ns. 

 

3.2. c. Stable cluster isomers determined by CCA MD-simulations 

Although the CCA MD-simulations were not intended to determine the more stable structural structure of 

carbon clusters we find it interesting to analyze the more stable isomers determined by this CCA-MD 

simulation. Also interesting is to compare the more stable isomers obtained in this study and those obtained 

with other methods dedicated to stable structure identification. For this purpose, we conducted 25 CCA MD-

simulations with optimized parameters identified in previous section (100ns/100ps/100ns and Tmax=3000 K) 

for each cluster size. Typical structures obtained in these simulations are shown in Figure 12 where we also 

report how the cluster size is defined. The structure and energy of the most stable isomers obtained during the 

simulations for the different cluster sizes were recorded and are shown in Figure 15. The most stable structures 

obtained in our study using the SREBO potential are linear as n is less than 6. The bond lengths in Cn (n=2-5) 

lie in the range of 1.310–1.331 Å, which corresponds to a typical C–C double bond. All the lowest energy 

linear structures calculated in our study have an outer bond length of router = 1.310 Å and an inner bond length 

of rinner =1.331 Å, which is in a good agreement with the results obtained elsewhere (Kosimov et al., 2008; 

Zhang et al., 2002). 

When the size of carbon clusters is greater than 5 and less than 15 (n=6-15), the most stable structure obtained 

by CCA MD-simulation is planar mono-ring. The bond length in this structure decreases slightly from 1.364 

Å to 1.341 Å with increasing n. For n= 16, the most stable structures are double-rings with bond lengths 



between 1.346 Å and 1.439 Å. C17 and C18 have a quadruple topology with bond lengths between 1.374 Å - 

1.454 Å and 1.351 Å - 1.485 Å, respectively. 

For 19≤n≤29, the graphene-like sheet appears to be the most stable structures. These show edge-defects 

consisting of pentagon or heptagon rings, except in the case of C27 and C28 which consist of only hexagon 

rings. 

When n is larger than 29, the lowest energy configuration is the closed-cage structure. The most stable 

structures obtained using CCA MD-simulations are classical fullerenes with only hexagon and pentagon cycles 

for clusters with an even number of carbons, while the lowest energy structures obtained for odd size clusters 

are non-classical fullerenes that contain heptagon defects , as can be seen in Figure 14. 

These results are consistent with those discussed in previously published works (Jones, 1999; Lai et al., 2017). 

The size and the width of all these clusters are defined in Figure 14 and given in Table I. The largest clusters 

are those with graphene-like structure and a number of carbon in the range n=27-29. They reach almost 1 nm 

width. 

 

 

Figure 14:Typical structures obtained using CCA MD-simulations 



 

Figure 15: The most stable isomers obtained using 25 CCA simulations for cluster size between n=2 and 

n=54. 

 



 

Table I: size bond length and bon energy of the most stable carbon clusters isomers found with CCA 

simulations 

𝑪𝒏 Bond energy 

(𝒆𝑽/𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒎𝒔) 

Bond length 

(Å) 

Length  (Å) Width   (Å) 

𝑪𝟐 - 3.10 1.325 1.325 - 

𝑪𝟑 - 4.29 1.310 - 1.331 2.621 - 

𝑪𝟒 - 4.75 1.310 - 1.331 3.952 - 

𝑪𝟓 - 5.03 1.310 - 1.331 5.284 - 

𝑪𝟔 - 5.28 1.391 2.782 - 

𝑪𝟕 - 5.51 1.374 3.087 - 

𝑪𝟖 - 5.64 1.364 3.563 - 

𝑪𝟗 - 5.74 1.357 3.909 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟎 - 5.81 1.352 4.393 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟏 - 5.86 1.348 4.737 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟐 - 5.91 1.346 5.200 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟑 - 5.93 1.344 5.548 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟒 - 5.96 1.342 6.041 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟓 - 5.98 1.341 6.425 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟔 - 5.99 1.346 - 1.439 8.485 - 

𝑪𝟏𝟕 - 5.95 1.374 - 1.454 7.714 4.834 



𝑪𝟏𝟖 - 5.98 1.351 - 1.485 8.561 4.678 

𝑪𝟏𝟗 - 6.06 1.361 - 1.483 7.217 5.03 

𝑪𝟐𝟎 - 6.01 1.363 - 1.489 8.697 5.039 

𝑪𝟐𝟏 - 6.27 1.368 - 1.454 6.747 5.015 

𝑪𝟐𝟐 - 6.29 1.363 - 1.454 6.651 4.936 

𝑪𝟐𝟑 - 6.30 1.354 - 1.457 8.950 5.918 

𝑪𝟐𝟒 - 6.40 1.362 - 1.455 8.359 7.312 

𝑪𝟐𝟓 - 6.39 1.378 - 1.498 6.449 6.290 

𝑪𝟐𝟔 - 6.40 1.364 - 1.498 8.836 6.973 

𝑪𝟐𝟕 - 6.48 1.367 - 1.431 9.299 7.277 

𝑪𝟐𝟖 - 6.45 1.371 - 1.428 9.809 6.956 

𝑪𝟐𝟗 - 6.31 1.373 - 1.451 9.384 7.048 

𝑪𝟑𝟎 - 6.52 1.418 - 1.494 5.859 4.623 

𝑪𝟑𝟏 - 6.48 1.417 - 1.492 5.629 5.028 

𝑪𝟑𝟐 - 6.53 1.363 - 1.455 5.809 4.612 

𝑪𝟑𝟑 - 6.56 1.377 - 1.458 5.664 4.623 

𝑪𝟑𝟒 - 6.51 1.371 - 1.459 5.926 4.829 

𝑪𝟑𝟓 - 6.56 1.417 - 1.498 5.510 5.840 

𝑪𝟑𝟔 - 6.68 1.470 - 1.473 5.120 4.570 

𝑪𝟑𝟕 - 6.62 1.356 - 1.401 6.422 4.459 

𝑪𝟑𝟖 - 6.65 1.399 - 1.488 5.539 5.340 



𝑪𝟑𝟗 - 6.53 1.377 - 1.500 7.021 5.570 

𝑪𝟒𝟎 - 6.67 1.399 - 1.447 6.823 5.486 

𝑪𝟒𝟏 - 6.71 1.382 - 1.483 6.873 5.497 

𝑪𝟒𝟐 - 6.78 1.438 - 1.506 6.748 6.459 

𝑪𝟒𝟑 - 6.76 1.420 - 1.481 6.257 5.895 

𝑪𝟒𝟒 - 6.85 1.423 - 1.49 6.861 6.114 

𝑪𝟒𝟓 - 6.81 1.412 - 1.503 6.171 5.768 

𝑪𝟒𝟔 - 6.84 1.420 - 1.497 6.651 6.531 

𝑪𝟒𝟕 - 6.74 1.421 - 1.507 7.139 5.884 

𝑪𝟒𝟖 - 6.81 1.423 - 1.493 6.809 6.013 

𝑪𝟒𝟗 - 6.74 1.431 - 1.489 6.701 5.917 

𝑪𝟓𝟎 - 6.78 1.406 - 1.515 6.832 6.438 

𝑪𝟓𝟏 - 6.74 1.422 - 1.508 7.144 5.932 

𝑪𝟓𝟐 - 6.75 1.421 - 1.505 7.448 6.154 

𝑪𝟓𝟑 - 6.72 1.421 - 1.498 8.558 5.499 

𝑪𝟓𝟒 - 6.76 1.426 - 1.489 6.592 6.461 

𝑪𝟓𝟓 - 6.74 1.425 - 1.496 7.090 6.725 

𝑪𝟓𝟔 - 6.73 1.411 - 1.503 7.318 6.923 

𝑪𝟓𝟕 - 6.76 1.414 - 1.498 6.753 6.457 

𝑪𝟓𝟖 - 6.78 1.416 - 1.478 8.013 6.864 

𝑪𝟓𝟗 - 6.79 1.417 - 1.486 7.07 7.01 



𝑪𝟔𝟎 - 6.85 1.268 - 1.634 7.778 6.973 

 

 

Figure 16: Number of pentagon, hexagon and heptagon in the lowest energy cage-like clusters obtained in 

CCA simulation. The figure shows that the lowest energy structure of even size cluster is classical fullerene 

clusters: 12 pentagons n/2-10 hexagons and no heptagon. The lowest energy structures of odd size clusters 

are non-classical fullerenes with one or two heptagons. 

The energy values of the most stable structures obtained with CCA MD-simulations investigated in this 

work were compared to values published in the literature. Figure 17 shows the evolution of the bond energy 

per atom (eV/atom) determined by the CCA MD-simulations (a), MBH MC-simulations using the SREBO 

potential along with a modified version of the Basin-Hopping, MBH (b) (Lai et al., 2017) and DFT (LSD 

approximation) (c) (Jones, 1999). 

All SREBO based simulations results in the same energy value for C2, C3 and C4 clusters. The bonding 

energy per atom obtained by DFT methods were shifted by a constant value so as to get the same energy value 

as that given by molecular dynamic simulations for C4. As a result comparison between MD simulations and 

DFT is meaningful only in terms of the relative evolutions of the bonding energy as a function of the cluster 

size. 

CCA MD-simulations and MBH MC-simulations yield very similar energy values of the more stable 

structures for cluster size ranging between n=2 and n=15. DFT calculations yields similar values as MD 

simulations up to a cluster size of n=8, and slightly lower values for n=9-15. 



Despite the similar energy values provided by the CCA-MD and MBH-MC simulations, the structure 

of the most stable clusters may differ. The two methods yield linear structure for n=3-5 and mono-ring structure 

for n=6-13. CCA-MD-simulations yield mono-ring structure for C14 and C15, while MBH MC-simulations 

yield a three-ring structure for C14 and a quadrupole for C15. 

For a cluster size in the range n=16-19, the energy values of the most stable clusters obtained by CCA 

MD-simulations are slightly larger than the energy values obtained by MBH MC-simulations and DFT 

approaches. CCA MD-simulations yield double-rings structure for C16, quadrupole topology for C17 and C18, 

while, the MC-MBH method always yields 2D graphene-like structures in this size range. CCA MD-

simulations and MBH MC-simulations yield 2D graphene-like structures for C19. However, while MBH-MC 

yield a defect free graphene as the most stable C19 isomer, our CCA MD-simulations results in a graphene with 

a pentagon-heptagon pair defect, which may explain the energy difference between the most stable isomers 

obtained by the two methods. 

For clusters with size in the range n=20-48, CCA-MD, MBH-MC and DFT approaches yield very 

similar energy values, except for C29 and C43, MBH-MC method giving slightly lower energy value for some 

clusters. As for the obtained structures, MBH-MC and CCA-MD methods yield closed cage structures for 

n=30-50. For cluster sizes in the range 20-29, the most stable structures obtained from MBH-MC and CCA-

MD are very different despite their similar energy values. As a matter of fact, while CCA-MD-simulations 

yield graphene-like structures for n=20-29, MBH-MC-simulations result in 2D-graphene-like structures for 

n=20-24 clusters and cage like structures for n=25-29 clusters.  

 

Figure 17: Variations of the bonding energy per atom, as a function of the cluster size for the most stable 

isomers obtained by the CCA-MD, the MBH (Lai et al., 2017) and DFT (Jones, 1999) methods. The CCA 



MD-simulations are performed using a 100ns/100ps/100ns CCA cycles at 3000 K. 

 

We have also compared our results with those obtained by Kosimov et al. (Kosimov et al., 2010, 2008) 

who used a conjugated-gradient energy minimization, CGEM, with the SREBO potential without taking into 

account the conjugate compensation term Fij (Ni,Nj,𝑁𝑖𝑗
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑗

) and with the objective to identify the most stable 

planar ring and graphene-like isomers (Kosimov et al., 2010, 2008), i.e., 3D and cage like-isomers were not 

considered. Figure 18-a shows, the bond energy per atom as a function of the cluster size for the most stable 

linear, ring or graphene structures obtained by CCA and CGEM MD-simulations, , i.e., cage like-isomers are 

not considered in this figure. The energy values obtained by the two methods show a very good agreement 

except in the size range n=20-28, in which the CCA MD-simulations yield slightly lower bond energy. As for 

the structure of the most stable clusters, CCA and CGEM-MD simulations give similar results for n=2-15, i.e., 

linear structures for n=3-5 and mono-ring for n=6-15 as shown Figure 15b. The results obtained by the two 

approaches are however fairly different for n=16-18 clusters, since CGEM MD-simulations yield mono-ring 

structures while CCA MD-simulations give double-rings structure for C16 and quadrupole topology for C17 and 

C18. For n≥19, the optimal planar isomers obtained by the two methods show graphene-like structures. 

However, the structures obtained by CGEM MD-simulations have no defects and involve only hexagons, while 

those obtained by CCA MD-simulations show pentagonal defects as may be seen in figure 16b. The very good 

agreement in the energy values obtained by CGEM and CCA MD-simulations methods for large graphene-like 

clusters would indicate that the approximation by Kosimov et al (Kosimov et al., 2010) in the potential 

expression, i.e., the omission of the conjugate compensation term, does not affect the predicted energy values 

for the stable graphene-like structure. This would also indicate that the significant difference in the predicted 

energy values for the most stable clusters by the CGEM and CCA MD simulations for n=19-28 is likely due 

to the difference in the fraction of pentagon/heptagon defects inside the graphene-like structures obtained by 

the two methods. As a matter of fact, the presence of even a single pentagon/heptagon edge defect in a graphene 

like structure at this relatively small size would have much more impact on the bond energy per atom than in 

the case of much larger clusters. 

 



 

 

Figure 18: (a) Variations of the bonding energy per atom, as a function of the cluster size for the most stable 

planar structures obtained by the CCA-MD and CGEM-DM (Kosimov et al., 2010, 2008) methods. (b) 

Graphene structures obtained by CCA MD-simulations showing pentagon (red) and heptagon (green) edge-

defects. 



 

3.2. d. Relative stability analysis of fullerene carbon clusters obtained by CCA MD-simulations 

Although closed cage isomers are observed for clusters as small as C25 in our CCA simulations, the closed cage 

isomers becomes the more stable one only when the cluster size reaches 30. We propose therefore to examine 

the relative stability of the most stable fullerene isomers obtained by CCA MD-simulations as a function of the 

cluster size for clusters larger than C30. For this purpose, we use the second finite difference of the binding 

energy per atom Δ2𝐸(𝑛) calculated as follow:  

 Δ2𝐸(𝑛) = 𝐸(𝑛 − 1) + 𝐸(𝑛 + 1) − 2𝐸(𝑛) (5) 

where E(n) is the energy of the most stable isomers found by our CCA MD-simulations for the cluster 

Cn. The values of Δ2𝐸 as a function of n are shown in Figure 19 (a). The positive peaks indicate particularly 

stable clusters compared to their neighboring structures. The even-numbered clusters are more stable than the 

corresponding odd-numbered clusters. The second difference Δ2𝐸 is particularly large for C44.  

 Figure 19 (b) shows that the occurrences of classical and non-classical fullerenes obtained by CCA 

MD-simulations. The classical fullerenes are obtained in the case of even-numbered clusters and appear in 

small frequency compared to the non-classical fullerene although they are more stable. For odd numbered 

clusters, only non-classical fullerene clusters are obtained. 

        

Figure 19: (a) The second finite difference of the lowest energy 𝚫𝟐𝑬(𝒏) per atom vs cluster size n. (b) 

Number of classical and non-classical fullerene obtained for each cluster size n.  

  



  

4 Conclusion 

 Molecular Dynamics simulations of a combined condensation annealing of free carbon atoms were used in 

order to determine the relative abundance of different structural groups of carbon clusters as function of their 

size and of the annealing temperature. From the methodological point of view, we showed that the estimation 

of the abundances of the different structural groups requires condensation-annealing cycle with heating and 

CTR phase durations as long as 100 ns each in order to realize a full condensation of carbon atoms and 

relaxation of the resulting carbon clusters at the annealing temperature. On the opposite, it turns out that short 

CTR phase durations enable one reaching lower energy cluster structures. This is probably due to the fact that 

full relaxation at the annealing temperature results in the formation of the most stable cluster at this 

temperature. The contribution of the entropic term in the Gibbs energy that determines the stability is 

significant, and the most stable cluster with the lowest Gibbs energy is not necessarily the lowest energy cluster. 

On the opposite the entropic contribution in the Gibbs energy for cluster obtained with short CTR phase seems 

to be much less significant and the minimum Gibbs energy cluster would be much closer to the minimum 

energy cluster. 

The CCA MD-simulations showed that carbon clusters may be dominated by a variety of structures 

depending on their size and on the considered temperature level. Further, the intermediate size clusters, i.e., 

n=19-36, may show the coexistence of several, i.e., 2-3, structures at significant fractions. In any case, one may 

conclude that the most dominant groups for n=20-29 clusters are 2D-graphene-like and multi-ring structures 

for temperatures in the range 2000-3000 K, while multi-ring 2D and 3D structures dominate at higher 

temperature, i.e., 4000 K. For clusters with n≥30 open cage and 2D graphene-like structures dominate at 2000 

K, closed cage and 2D-graphene like structures at intermediate temperature, i.e., 3000 K, and multi-ring 2D 

and 3D structures at higher temperature, i.e., 4000K. The fraction of closed cage clusters strongly increases 

with the cluster size. They represent 40% of the population for C36 and 80% of the C50 at 3000 K. The fraction 

of graphene like structures remains fairly significant over all the investigated range of temperature and cluster 

size. For instance, 12% of the C50 clusters show Graphene-like structures at 3000 K.  

The most stable structures obtained by MD-simulations with short CTR phase CCAs were compared 

to the structures obtained using energy minimization methods that are much more suited to the determination 

of the minimum energy structures. A good agreement was obtained for the major part of the cluster in the size 

range 3-50. The main differences were observed in the size range n=16-20. The variations of the binding energy 

per carbon-atom of the most stable clusters obtained by CCA MD-simulations are in a good agreement with 

MBH MC-simulations or DFT methods. The most stable structure obtained by CCA-MD simulations are linear 



for n=3-5, mono-ring for n=6-15, multi-rings for n=16-18, graphene-like structure for n=19-20 and fullerene 

structure for n≥30. The majority of the most stable graphene-like structures obtained by CCA-MD simulations 

involve a pentagon and/or a heptagon defects. Similarly, the most stable structures found for even size number 

clusters are classical fullerene with only pentagon and hexagon rings, while only non-classical fullerenes, cage 

with one heptagon defect, were obtained for odd size number clusters. 

These results have important implications as far as cluster growth kinetic through C and/or C2 addition 

under non equilibrium conditions is concerned (Armelle Michau et al., 2016; Prasanna et al., 2019). As a matter 

of fact, the description of this kinetic requires determining the coagulation probabilities of carbon monomer or 

dimer with Cn. For a given cluster size, n, such a probability may significantly differs depending on the 

considered structure, i.e., graphene like, cage-like, 3D-polycyclic, etc. The overall coagulation probability for 

a given cluster size may be determined from the coagulation probabilities on the different structures obtained 

this size and the relative predominance of these structures. The results obtained from the present work enable 

one setting up the methodology for investigating clustering kinetics by C or C2 addition. For instance, the 

growth of intermediate size clusters, n=19-29, requires considering C and C2 addition processes involving 

graphene-like, 2D-planar and 3D rings. For larger clusters, i.e., n≥29, processes involving only closed cage 

clusters have to be considered at temperature around 3000 K, while processes involving graphene-like and 

open-cage like clusters have to be considered at lower temperature, i.e. 2000 K. 
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